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Abstract. Requirements managers aim at keeping their sets of require-
ments well-defined, consistent and up to date throughout a project’s life
cycle. Semantic web technologies have found many valuable applications
in the field of requirements engineering, with most of them focusing on
requirements analysis. However the usability of results originating from
such requirements analyses strongly depends on the quality of the orig-
inal requirements, which often are defined using natural language ex-
pressions without meaningful structures. In this work we present the
prototypic implementation of a semantic guidance system used to assist
requirements engineers with capturing requirements using a semi-formal
representation. The semantic guidance system uses concepts, relations
and axioms of a domain ontology to provide a list of suggestions the re-
quirements engineer can build on to define requirements. The semantic
guidance system is evaluated based on a domain ontology and a set of
requirements from the aerospace domain. The evaluation results show
that the semantic guidance system supports the requirements engineer
in defining well-structured requirements.
Keywords: requirements elicitation, domain ontology, elicitation guid-
ance, requirements engineering
1 Introduction
A major goal of requirements engineering is to achieve a common understanding
on the set of requirements between all project stakeholders. Modern IT projects
are complex due to the high number and complexity of requirements, as well
as due to geographically distributed project stakeholders with different back-
grounds and terminologies. Therefore, adequate requirements management tools
are a major contribution to address these challenges. Current requirements man-
agement tools typically work with a common requirements database, which can
be accessed by all stakeholders to retrieve information on requirements content,
state, and interdependencies.
Requirements management tools help project managers and requirements en-
gineers to keep the overview on large amounts of requirements by supporting:
(a) Requirements categorization by clustering requirements into user-defined
subsets to help users find relevant requirements more quickly, e.g., by sorting
and filtering attribute values; (b) Requirements conflict analysis (or consistency
checking) by analyzing requirements from different stakeholders for symptoms
of inconsistency, e.g., contradicting requirements; and (c) Requirements tracing
by identifying dependencies between requirements and artifacts to support anal-
yses for change impact and requirements coverage. Unfortunately, requirements
management suffers from the following challenges and limitations:
– Incompleteness [4] of requirements categorization and conflict identification,
in particular, when performed manually.
– High human effort for requirements categorization, conflict analysis and trac-
ing, especially with a large number of requirements [4].
– Tracing on syntactic rather than on concept level: requirements are often
traced on the syntactic level by explicitly linking requirements to each other.
However, requirements engineers actually want to trace concepts, i.e., link
requirements based on their meaning, which can be achieved only partially
by information retrieval approaches like ”keyword matching” [10][11].
The use of semantic technologies seems promising to address these challenges:
Ontologies provide the means for describing the concepts of a domain and the
relationships between these concepts in a way that allows automated reasoning
[18]. Automated reasoning can support tasks for requirements categorization,
requirements conflict analysis, and requirements tracing. While these are very
valuable efforts, we think what is missing here is additionally having a proactive
and interactive guidance system that tries to improve requirements quality while
actually eliciting requirements.
In this work we present the prototypic implementation of a semantic guid-
ance system used to assist requirements engineers with capturing requirements
using a semi-formal representation. Compared to the usual flow - write require-
ments, analyze requirements using the domain ontology, improve requirements
- our approach directly uses the domain ontology information in a single step.
The semantic guidance system uses concepts, relations and axioms of a domain
ontology to provide a list of suggestions the requirements engineer can build on
to define requirements.
We evaluate the proposed semantic guidance system based on a domain on-
tology and a set of requirements from the aerospace domain. The evaluation
results show that the semantic guidance system supports the requirements en-
gineer in defining well-structured requirements. The tool managed to provide
useful suggestions for filling missing parts of requirements in the majority of the
cases (>85%).
This work is organized in the following way: Section 2 presents related work.
Section 3 motivates our research; section 4 introduces our approach to ontology-
based guidance. Section 5 presents an evaluation of the tool and section 6 con-
cludes and gives ideas about future work.
2 Related Work
This section summarizes related work on requirements engineering, elicitation
guidance and pattern-based requirements.
2.1 Requirements Engineering
Requirements Engineering is a discipline that deals with understanding, docu-
menting, communicating and implementing customers’ needs. Thus, insufficient
understanding and management of requirements can be seen as the biggest cause
of project failure. In order to improve this situation a systematic process to han-
dle requirements is needed [7]. The main activities of a requirements engineering
process can be defined as follows [14]:
– Requirements Elicitation. Requirements elicitation involves technical staff
working with customers to find out about the application domain, the ser-
vices the system should provide and the system’s operational constraints.
The goal is to gather raw requirements.
– Requirements Analysis and Negotiation. Requirements analysis and
negotiation is an activity which aims to discover problems and conflicts with
the requirements and reach agreement on changes to satisfy all system stake-
holders (people that are affected by the proposed system). The final goal is
to reach a common understanding of the requirements between all project
participants.
– Requirements Documentation and Validation. The defined require-
ments, written down in a software requirements specification, are validated
against criteria like correctness, completeness, consistency, verifiability, un-
ambiguity, traceability, etc.
– Requirements Management. Requirements management consists of man-
aging changes of requirements (keeping them consistent), e.g., by ensuring re-
quirements traceability (identification of interdependencies between require-
ments, other requirements, and artifacts).
These four steps can be summarized as requirements development. In addi-
tion, requirements management is a supporting discipline to control all require-
ments and their changes during the development life cycle and to identify and
resolve inconsistencies between the requirements and the project plan and work
products. One important method of requirements management is requirements
tracing. Traceability can be defined as the degree to which a relationship between
two or more products of the development process can be established [1]. Gotel [6]
and Watkins [21] describe why requirements tracing can help project managers
in verification, cost reduction, accountability, change management, identification
of conflicting requirements and consistency checking of models.
2.2 Elicitation Guidance
There are several approaches to guide users to specify requirements. PROPEL
[2] is a tool that provides guidance to define property specifications which are
expressed as finite-state automata. For the definition of a property the user is
guided by a question tree, a hierarchical sequence of questions. There are separate
scope trees for a property’s behavior and its scope. Based on the answers, the
tool chooses an appropriate property template. A team of medical personnel
and computer scientists used the tool to formulate properties about medical
guidelines.
Kitamura et al. [13] present a requirements elicitation tool that improves re-
quirements quality by analysis. The tool analyzes natural language requirements
and finds domain ontology entities occurring in the statements. According to
these occurrences and their relations in the ontology, requirements are analyzed
in terms of completeness, correctness, consistency and unambiguity. Suggestions
are provided to the user in order to improve these metrics, e.g., if the tool finds
that a domain concept is not defined in the requirements set, the suggestion
would be to add a requirement about the missing concept.
REAS [5] is a tool that interactively detects imprecisions in natural language
requirements. It consists of a spelling checker, a rule imposer, a lexical analyzer
and a parser. Some of the rules enforced by the tool are writing short require-
ments, using active voice instead of passive and avoiding possessive pronouns
(e.g., “it” and “its”). If the tool detects a violation of a rule, the requirements
engineer is asked to improve the offending expression.
2.3 Pattern-Based Requirements
Hull, Jackson and Dick[8] first used the term boilerplate to refer a textual require-
ment template. A boilerplate consists of a sequence of attributes and fixed syntax
elements. As an example, a common boilerplate is 〈system〉 shall 〈action〉. In
this boilerplate 〈system〉 and 〈action〉 are attributes and shall is a fixed syntax
element. During instantiation textual values are assigned to the attributes of
the boilerplates; the combination of boilerplates and attribute values is called
boilerplate requirements. It is possible to combine several boilerplates by means
of simple concatenation. This allows keeping the number of required boilerplates
low while at the same time having a high flexibility. The authors did not propose
a fixed list of boilerplates6 but instead envisioned a flexible language that can
be adapted or enriched when necessary.
St˚alhane, Omoronyia and Reichenbach[20] extended boilerplates with a do-
main ontology. They adapted the requirements analyses introduced by Kaiya
[12] to boilerplates requirements and added a new analysis called opacity. The
requirement language used in this work are based upon their combination of
boilerplates and the domain ontology.
6 J. Dick maintains a list of suggestions at http://freespace.virgin.net/gbjedi/
books/re/boilerplates.htm though.
Ibrahim et al. [9] use boilerplate requirements in their work about require-
ments change management. They define a mapping from boilerplate attributes
to software design artifacts (e.g., classes, attributes, operations) and add trace-
ability links between requirements and artifacts accordingly. There are several
other pattern based languages similar to boilerplates, e.g., requirements based
on EBNF grammars [19]. Denger et al. [3] propose natural language patterns
to specify requirements in the embedded systems domain. They include a meta-
model for requirement statements and one for events and reactions which they
use to check the completeness of the pattern language. Compared to boilerplate
requirements, their patterns seem to be a bit less generic, e.g., some of the non-
functional requirements used in our evaluation would be impossible to express.
Matsuo, Ogasawara and Ohnishi [15] use controlled natural language for
requirements, basically restraining the way in which simple sentences can be
composed to more complex ones. They use a frame model to store information
about the domain. There are three kind of frames. The noun frame classifies a
noun into one of several predefined categories. The case frame classifies verbs
into operations and contains the noun types which are required for the operation.
Finally the function frame represents a composition of several simple operations.
The authors use these frames to parse requirements specifications, to organize
them according to different viewpoints and to check requirements completeness.
In contrast to domain ontologies, the frame-based approach seems to be harder
to understand and to adapt by non-experts.
3 Research Issues
There have been presented several approaches to use ontologies to analyze re-
quirements. These approaches try to measure quality aspects like completeness,
correctness and consistency on a set of requirements. In [20] there is an analysis
called opacity that basically checks if, for two concepts occurring in a require-
ment, there is a relation between them in the domain ontology. While studying
this analysis we had the idea that, rather than first writing an incorrect require-
ment, then analyzing and improving it, a better approach would be to actually
suggest the very same domain information which is used for the opacity analysis
to the requirements engineer in the first place. There are two points to this idea:
– We want a system that automatically proposes at least parts of the require-
ments by using information originating from a domain ontology. boilerplate
attribute values by using domain ontology information.
– We want a system that exploits relations and axioms of the domain ontol-
ogy, i.e., a system that is more powerful than just a simple dictionary. The
relations and axioms of the domain ontology represent agreed upon knowl-
edge of stakeholders; by using them we hope to improve the precision of
requirements.
We believe that a tool supporting these two points will increase efficiency by
speeding up the process to get a high-quality requirements specification.
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Fig. 1. Boilerplate Requirements Elicitation Flow
A semantic guidance system implementing these two points was added to
our boilerplates elicitation tool (DODT). To test our assumption, we used the
tool on requirements from the domain of the Doors Management System (DMS).
The DMS is a use case developed by EADS for experimenting and evaluating
requirements engineering and modeling techniques within the CESAR project7.
The DMS controls the doors of an airplane; its main objective is to lock the
doors of an airplane while it is moving (in the air or on the ground) and to
unlock them when the airplane is parked on the ground. The system consists of
sensors that measure the state of the doors, actuators to lock and unlock the
doors and computing elements that control the entire system.
4 Guidance for Boilerplate Requirements
This section presents our approach for guiding the requirement engineer using
information of a domain ontology.
4.1 Boilerplate Requirements Elicitation
Figure 1 shows how requirements elicitation works using the boilerplates method.
To specify a requirement, one or more boilerplates are chosen by the require-
ments engineer. The attribute values refer to entities in the domain ontology.
During instantiation the attributes of the chosen boilerplates are set and a final
boilerplate-based requirement is produced. The semantic guidance system affects
the domain ontology, the attribute values and the instantiation. Its purpose is
to suggest potential and suitable values for the attributes to the requirements
engineer.
7 http://cesarproject.eu/
Table 1. Boilerplate Attributes and Values
Attribute Description Example Value
〈action〉 A behavior that is expected to be fulfilled by
the system, or a capability
open the door
〈entity〉 A separate entity in the domain door status
〈number〉 A numeric value denoting a quantity 100
〈operational con-
dition〉
A condition or event that occurs during system
operation
the user tries to
open the door
〈system〉 Any part of the system; sub-class of entity door
〈unit〉 Unit of measurement millisecond
〈user〉 A person somehow interacting with the system,
e.g., operating it; sub-class of entity
pilot
Table 1 lists the boilerplate attributes implemented by the tool. We reduced
the number of attributes compared to the original suggestions in [8] and [20].
This was done in accordance with user wishes who were uncomfortable with
the subtile differences between similar attributes and had problems deciding on
which to use.
4.2 Domain Ontology
The domain ontology contains facts about the domain that are relevant to re-
quirements engineering, i.e., facts that can be used to formulate and to analyze
requirements. The domain ontology should be usable to specify requirements for
several projects in the same domain. Thus adding concepts which are only rele-
vant to a single product should be avoided. See section 6 for a discussion about
combining several ontologies. This approach could be used to split the ontology
into a common domain part and a product-specific one.
There are three kinds of facts about the domain stored in the domain ontol-
ogy. The following list describes them. The tool uses an OWL[17] representation
to store ontologies. A detailed mapping to OWL can be found in Table 2.
Concept: A concept represents an entity in the problem domain. The entity can
be material (e.g., a physical component of the system) or immaterial (e.g., a
temporal state). OWL classes are used to represent concepts. The reason for
using classes instead of individuals is the built-in support for sub-classing.
A concept has two attributes, its name and a textual definition. The defini-
tion is intended to provide the possibility to check whether the correct term
is used.
Relation: A relation is a labeled directed connection between two concepts.
A relation contains a label which is expected to be a verb. The label, the
relation’s source and destination concepts form a subject-verb-object triple.
Relations are used for guidance (section 4.3). Relations map to OWL object
properties and object property restrictions.
Table 2. Mapping of domain facts to OWL
Fact OWL Expressions
Concept(name, definition) Declaration(Class(concept-iri))
AnnotationAssertion(rdfs:label concept-iri name)
AnnotationAssertion(rdfs:comment concept-iri definition)
Relation(subj, label, obj) Declaration(ObjectProperty(label-iri))
AnnotationAssertion(rdfs:label label-iri label)
SubClassOf(subj-iri ObjectAllValuesFrom(label-iri obj-
iri))
SubClass(sub, super) SubClassOf(sub-iri super-iri)
Equivalence(concept1,
concept2)
EquivalentClasses(concept1-iri concept2-iri)
Deprecated(concept) AnnotationAssertion(deprecated-iri concept-iri 1)
Axiom: There are two types of axioms that are relevant to guidance: sub-class
and equivalence axioms. The first one specifies that one concept is a sub-class
of another concept, e.g., cargo door is a sub-class of door. This information is
used to “inherit” suggestions to sub-class concepts, e.g., the guidance system
infers the suggestion the user opens the cargo door from the base class’ the
user opens the door.
The equivalence axiom is used to express that two concepts having different
names refer to the same entity in the domain. An example from DMS is the
equivalence of aircraft and airplane. Ideally each real-world phenomenon
has exactly one name. However, due to requirements coming from different
stakeholders or due to legacy reasons, at times several names are required.
It is possible to mark a concept as being deprecated ; the tool will warn
about occurrences of such concepts and will suggest using an equivalent
non-deprecated concept instead.
In this work we assume the existence of a suitable domain ontology. See [16]
for ways of constructing new domain ontologies. The tool contains an ontology
editor that is tailored to the information described here. We found this editor to
be more user-friendly than generic OWL editors like Prote´ge´8.
4.3 Guidance
When filling the attributes of a boilerplate, the tool provides a list of suggestions
to the requirements engineer. The provided guidance depends on the attribute
the requirements engineer is currently filling, e.g., the suggestions for 〈system〉
will be completely different than for 〈action〉. The idea is to apply an attribute-
based pre-filter to avoid overwhelming the user with the complete list of ontology
entities. Typing characters further filters this list of suggestions to only those
entries matching the typed string.
8 http://protege.stanford.edu/
Table 3. Suggestion Types
Type Suggestion
Concept concept
the concept
Verb-Object verb (inf.) the object
Subject-Verb-Object the subject verb (3rd sing.) the object
It is not mandatory to choose from the list of suggestions; the tool will not
stop the requirements engineer from entering something completely different.
In case information is missing from the domain ontology, an update of the on-
tology should be performed to improve the guidance for similar requirements.
All changes to the domain ontology should be validated by a domain expert to
ensure data correctness.
There are three types of suggestions for an attribute; Table 3 provides an
overview over the suggestion types.
Concept: The tool suggests to use the name of a concept for an attribute.
The tool generates two variants, just the plain name and once prefixed with
the article “the”. The idea is that most of the times using “the” will be
appropriate but sometimes other determiners like “all” or “each” are more
suitable and are typed in manually.
Verb-Object: The tool uses a relation from the domain ontology to suggest
a verb phrase to the requirements engineer. The suggestion is the concate-
nation of the verb’s infinitive form9, the word “the” and the relation’s des-
tination object. This construction is chosen in order to be grammatically
correct following a modal verb like “shall”. An example from Figure 2 is the
suggestion check the door status.
Subject-Verb-Object: For this kind of suggestion the entire relation including
subject and object is taken into account. The suggestion text is “the”, the
subject, the verb conjugated into third person singular form, “the” and the
object. An example from Figure 2 is the suggestion the person tries to open
the door.
It is possible to combine several suggestions simply by selecting the first one,
manually typing in “and” and selecting another suggestion.
For the classification of concepts into different attributes a separate ontol-
ogy, the attributes ontology, is used. The attributes ontology contains an OWL
class per attribute and the sub-class axioms mentioned in Table 1. The domain
ontology imports the attributes ontology to use its classes. Domain concepts are
linked to attributes by means of sub-class axioms which are stored in the domain
ontology.
An example for the semantic guidance system is given in Figure 2. The do-
main ontology is shown in the upper part of the figure, the attributes ontology
9 For building verb infinitives the morphological analyzer of the GATE project (http:
//gate.ac.uk/) is used.
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is below. The concept Doors Management System is a sub-class of class system,
which in turn allows the tool to suggest using the Doors Management System
for a boilerplate containing the attribute 〈system〉. The blue regions represent
verb-object and subject-verb-object suggestions in the domain ontology. Their
mapping to the attributes 〈action〉 and 〈operational condition〉 is inferred auto-
matically by the tool.
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Fig. 3. Boilerplates and Suggestions
Figure 3 shows the boilerplates for two requirements and some of the sugges-
tions provided by the guidance system. The information that Doors Management
System is a system and that second and millisecond are values for attribute unit
is stored in the domain ontology itself. The suggestions check the door status and
determine the door unlockability are inferred from the domain ontology relations.
The knowledge to suggest verb-object pairs for the attribute action is a built-in
feature of the tool. The attribute operational condition turns out to be the most
difficult one in terms of providing useful suggestions. The reason for this is that
there are many grammatical ways to describe conditions, a subject-verb-object
triple being only one of them. Therefore the tool does not only suggest those
triples for conditions; instead all concepts, verb-object pairs and subject-verb-
object triples are provided in order to use those phrases in conditions.
5 Evaluation
As mentioned before we evaluated the semantic guidance system with a domain
ontology and a set of requirements from the Doors Management System.
5.1 Setting
The use case contains a set of 43 requirements specified using natural language
text. Various types of requirements are included: functional, safety, performance,
reliability, availability and cost. Each requirement was reformulated into a boil-
erplate requirement using DODT. The semantic guidance system was used to
assist in filling the boilerplate attributes.
The domain ontology for DMS was specifically developed for usage with the
boilerplates tool. Initial data for the ontology was provided by EADS. The DMS
ontology was then completed by the first author. Table 4 lists the number of
concepts, relations and axioms of the DMS ontology.
Figure 4 shows the graphical user interface of the tool. At the top of the
interface boilerplates can be selected. The center shows the currently selected
boilerplates and text boxes for the attribute values of the requirements. The list
of phrases below the text boxes are the suggestions provided by the semantic
guidance system. Typing in the text boxes filters the list of suggestions. The tool
shows the textual definitions of the concepts as tooltips. Selecting a list entry
will add the text to the corresponding text box. The bottom of the interface lists
all requirements. Expressions that refer to entities from the domain ontology are
underlined with green lines; fixed syntax elements of boilerplates with black.
If nouns missing from the domain ontology were to be seen, they would be
highlighted with the color red.
Table 5 present statistics about the suggestions produced by the guidance
system for the DMS ontology.
5.2 Results
Table 6 lists the major results of the evaluation. For 43 requirements, we used
21 different boilerplates. The boilerplate which was used most often (16 times)
is 〈system〉 shall 〈action〉. The 43 boilerplate requirements have a total of 120
attributes. For 36 attributes out of 120 (30%) the semantic guidance system was
able to suggest the entire attribute value without any need for a manual change.
For another 59 attributes (57.5%) the guidance could suggest at least parts of
Table 4. Ontology Measurements
Entity Count
Concepts 107
Relations 70
Axioms 123
SubClass 108
to Concepts 15
to Attributes 93
Equivalence 15
Table 5. Guidance Suggestions
Type Count
Concept 212
Verb-Object 69
Subject-Verb-Object 101
Total 382
Table 6. Evaluation Results
Item Count
Requirements 43
Boilerplates 21
Attributes 120
Complete suggestions 36
Partial suggestions 39
Fig. 4. DODT Screenshot
the attribute value. This leaves 25 attribute values (12.5%) for that the guidance
was no help. For partial matches, these are some of the reasons the attribute
values had to be modified:
– A different determiner is used than the suggested “the”, e.g., “a”, “each” or
“all”.
– The plural is used instead of singular.
– A combination of two or more suggestions is used.
– A subordinate clause is added, e.g., “each door that could be a hazard if it
unlatches”.
Reasons for no guidance are these:
– Numbers for the 〈number〉 attribute cannot be suggested.
– Words are used that do not exist in the domain ontology.
Future work will include to set up an evaluation to compare the elicitation
time with and without the semantic guidance system. However, due to the high
percentage where the guidance was able to help (>85%) we are confident that
efficiency improved, even though the presentation of explicit numbers has to be
postponed to future work.
We also hope to improve the quality of requirements using the tool. We did
a qualitative comparison of the original DMS requirements and the boilerplate
requirements. These are our findings:
– Boilerplate requirements encourage using the active voice. In our evaluation
the original requirement “The location of each passenger emergency exit
must be recognizable. . . ” was turned into “The passenger shall be able to
recognize the location of each passenger emergency exit. . . ”. 8 requirements
were improved in this way. In some cases missing subjects were added.
– Requirements like “There shall be. . . ” and “It shall not be possible to. . . ”
were changed into “The subject shall have” and “The subject shall not al-
low. . . ”. Such changes make it obvious what part of the system is responsible
to fulfill the requirement. To determine the right value for subject the origi-
nal stakeholders should be asked for clarification. Due to timing constraints
this was not possible and plausible values were inserted by the authors.
– During the requirements transformation we found that the original require-
ments used different expressions for seemingly identical things, e.g., “pro-
vision to prevent pressurization” and “pressure prevention means” or “air-
plane” and “aircraft”. Such synonyms are either stored as an equivalence
axiom in the domain ontology or, preferably, stakeholders agree upon the
usage of one term.
– Using boilerplates improved the overall consistency of the requirements. The
original requirements set contains a mixture of “must” and “shall”. While
using one or the other is probably a matter of taste, one form should be
picked and used consistently.
– The guidance system corrected a few typographic errors in the original re-
quirements, e.g., “miliseconds”.
We found the tool to be easy to use and user-friendly. This sentiment is
shared by the partners in the CESAR project who are also currently evaluating
the tool.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
Requirements should be made as consistent, correct and complete as possible
to prevent detecting and correcting errors in later design phases. We presented
a tool for the elicitation of boilerplate requirements that includes a semantic
guidance system which suggests concept names and phrases that were built from
relations and axioms of the domain ontology. The tool managed to provide useful
suggestions in the majority of the cases (>85%). We realize that the tool needs
to be evaluated in a larger context, i.e., more requirements and a larger ontology.
We will address this in our future research work.
The selection of suitable boilerplates for a requirement is not always trivial
and requires a bit of experience with the boilerplates method. Thus a feature we
want to explore and possibly add to the tool is the semi-automatic conversion
of natural language requirements into boilerplate requirements.
While creating the DMS ontology, we found there are concepts for which
the suggestions provided by the semantic guidance system really help but which
are not specific to the problem domain. The most prominent example are mea-
surement units like “second” or “kg”. So what we want to do is to collect such
entities into a separate ontology and to extend the tool to be able manage sev-
eral ontologies. This could be handled by adding OWL import declarations to
the “main” domain ontology. Such domain-independent ontologies can then be
easily reused for guidance in other domains.
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